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first, the rather relaxed, comfortable attitude of the second.
Emotional impulsiveness as against poise and thought, all could
be visualized for the future in these two babies.
Inherited Tendencies. Every child is born with certain
tendencies. True, children do inherit traits in great variation
from their forbears; but how important is environment and home
training, that certain traits may be softened, toned down and
controlled, and that others may be strengthened and developed.
Many types of individuals are born into this world, and it is well
that this is so. The world might otherwise be a very monotonous
place. But in the development of the child's disposition and per-
sonality certain traits become assets by being properly con-
trolled and directed. Others become of great value by being de-
veloped.
An Example. One child's sensitive emotional nature may,
with proper direction, become a very valuable personality trait*
Another child's natural strength of determination and will
power, if controlled by wisdom and judgment and a properly dis-
ciplined nervous system, may become his greatest factor in suc-
cess. For another child, with a naturally pliable and yielding
disposition, success in life can come only with the development
of the qualities of self-reliance and initiative. The very thing
that would make him delightful and lovable might be his great-
est handicap without the development of certain other things
in his make-up that are weak. One child is impulsive, perhaps,
—a good fellow, a fine mixer,—but the very traits that make
him so likable may mean his downfall in after years unless con-
trolled by the development of good judgment and moral sense.
Still another is quiet, thoughtful, naturally keeping more to him-
self. Caution and deliberation seem to have been born in him*
These very good qualities may be his greatest hindrance in life
unless balanced, in their negativism, by the development of more
positive traits.
Early Influences. No one will deny that early surroundings
and influences have the very greatest effect in determining the
repression or the development of almost all character traits.
The well-trained baby early learns to control his temper by
proper discipline. When in a fit of passion he strikes or throws

